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ABSTRACT

A new movable probe has been installed into the TRIUMF H cyclotron It is
intended to measure the distribution of betatron amplitudes, in the vertical plane, of
the circulating beam and to scrape halo. The probe, however, may also be scanned
in the radial direction The head may be positioned vertically and horizontally to an
accuracy of 002". The device is mechanically modular to facilitate fast and easy
handling for maintenance in a radioactive area The beam sensor on the probe head
is a 1.25" x 3" x 0 003" tantalum foil and its overall coverage is 3.00" X 7.25" in a
vertical plane orthogonal to, and crossing through the beam orbit plane Presently its
radial centre line location corresponds to a proton beam energy of about 430 MeV at
radius 296", however, the probe device may be easily relocated to operate from any
4" port, and. with an adaptor port flange, may be installed into any port in the
cyclotron vacuum tank A stationary catcher below the probe path collects those
electrons stripped from the H beam and scattered out from the probe head The probe
axis is vertical and the tank aperture is narrow so a worm gear arrangement combined
with a modified 'Evans' • parallel linkage mechanism is used to transform vertical
rotary motion into horizontal linear motion The actuators are dc servo motors with
tachometers driven by pulse width modulated servo amplifiers Position sensing is
done by variable reluctance type absolute rotary encoders and the higher level
positioning is performed by TRIMAC based control software The precision of
movement and jitter was measured in the laboratory. Examples will be given of the
probe use with beam

INTRODUCTION

The design of a new diagnostic probe with planar adjustment capability in the
vertical and radial directions was required to replace an existing probe with zero
adjustability Its function is to partially intercept and strip an orbiting H proton beam,
at around 430 MeV, and convert it into an I f beam. The location of this probe
dictates highly restricted motion, and mechanism size. For general simplicity of
design, future beam development, and portability it is required that the probe fit to the
location occupied by the previous probe with no extraneous drive mechanisms
attached to the inside of the cyclotron, as is the case with other beam diagnostic
devices presently installed The requirements are that it have independent vertical and
radial fine positioning Vertical, to measure beam intensity as a function of height or
to skim halo, and to fully intercept the beam Radial, to avoid locations where an
integer number of turns occur during one vertical betatron oscillation, or in order to
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make measurements above or below a radial resonance Radial motion facilitates a
narrower probe foil which minimizes the effects of an ti parallel ism between the foil tip
edge and the radial trajectory of the foil carriage The probe must withstand at least
5 uA of beam All the stripped electrons must be captured and detected in order to
give a true indication of the beam current intercepted The minimum accuracy
requirements are, resolution, 0 005", and, repeatability, 0 002". The control action is
to be set destination and stop to and from any position, as well as, incremental motion
from any position EMI noise must be minimized if not totally eliminated for clear
low current signals

MECHANICAL DESIGN

As mentioned above, the space requirements are quite extreme starting with the 4"
access port in the vacuum tank See Figure 1 for a schematic of the new movable
probe located inside the cyclotron vacuum tank in its lowest downward position and
at its radially inward limit The probe mechanism is located on the tank lid, at radius
296" and energy 430 MeV Also seen is the electron catcher that intercepts electrons
that get emitted from the tip of the probe and travel along magnetic flux lines As a
result, the catcher feeds back a current signal that is summed with the current signal
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Figure 1 The new movable probe shown inside the cyclotron vacuum tank with its
electron catcher The beam is usually within +/- 0 5 inch of "Datum 0"



from the main probe directly above This becomes a permanent installation inside the
vacuum tank, on the tank floor, and in this case over a similar 4M port and is
mechanically independent of the main probe mechanism above The electron catcher
is attached to port Nl with a height of about 6" There is a clearance of about an inch
between the top of the catcher and the tip of the foil at its bottom limit

The dynamic coverage is approximately 6 "radial x 3 "vertical in a radial-vertical
plane The total area coverage of the tantalum foil (1 25" x 3" x 0.003") is
approximately 7 25" x 3 00" in the stated plane It is located At port CI on the tank
lid as shown in Figure 1 The bottom tip of the foil can be positioned vertically
approximately +/-1 5" about the beam plane Note that in the parked position (le
R=0 0") the foil may be retracted fully into the port out of harms way «nd for removal
of the mechanism This leads to a vertical stroke larger than that required for beam
measurements

The probe assembly as a whole is fully portable It may be installed in any 4" port
in either the tank lid or tank floor, provided that surrounding devices do not directly
overhang the port It may also be installed in any other port if a port adaptor flange
is used Three moderately competent technicians will have no problem relocating the
probe unit within an hour provided they are properly prepared in advance

A 1 uA incident beam on the foil tip generates approximately 5 watts of input
power in the foil The maximum calculated temperature for this current is around 500
deg C For 50 - 100 watts the maximum temperatures reside in the range of 1,400 -
1,700 deg C However it should be noted that the base temperature of the foil (at the
top near the vespel insulator plate) does not exceed 200 deg C for any of these cases
The maximum allowable temperature of the tantalum is around 3,000 deg C
However, for device stripped beams that end up in the tank wall, the usual cyclotron
safety limit of I or 2 uA apply

Figure 2 shows a general assembly of the probe illustrating the various mechanical
components involved The radial and vertical positions of the tantalum foil monitored
by rotary variable reluctance type absolute encoders The signal from the encoder is
translated from analog to a digital 16 bit precision signal The vertical travel support
carnage runs on a v-groove track and roller arrangement, and is driven by a
3/8"diameter 32 pitch lead screw which in turn is driven by a 32:1 reduction servo
gear motor with tachometer The majority of the weight comes from the vacuum load
on the edge welded bellows which comes to about 70 lbs Since the load line of the
bellows is offset from the line of the lead screw by more than an inch, extra rollers
are installed to stiffen the carriage against torque rotation This minimizes radial
deflections at the probe foil tip due to carnage rotation Note, that the probe linkage
mechanism is at the end of 1/2" diameter stainless steel rod c&ntilevered downward,
over 20 inches, from the vertical travel carriage

Attached to the carnage and cantilevered out to the side is a motor/encoder drive
combination as mentioned above and controls the radial positioning of the probe foil.
From there rotary motion is transferred into the vacuum through a Fenofluidic
feedthrough and down to the worm gear drive via a hollow stainless steel shaft Note,
that the Ferrvfluidic feedthrough requires good magnetic shielding since it can only
withstand only a few hundred Gauss without failing In this case the shielding is a



close fining 1/8" thick mild steel tube which over hangs the feedthrough by about one
diameter distance at both ends At the bottom is a modified Evems parallel linkage
mechanism and is used to transform vertical rotary motion into horizontal linear
motion The choice of this device was dictated by the very narrow opening of the
port and the portability requirement of the device as a whole. Normally rectangular
coordinate drive system are used where space allows and often the tracks are fixed
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Figure 2 General assembly of the new movable probe.



permanently inside the cyclotron However, revolute (ie rotary) joint linkage systems
offer a considerably more compact design and very large spacial coverage in
comparison to rectangular systems The chosen link design is shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2 An equal distance configuration is necessary between the beryllium copper
bearing joints of the linkages in order to maintain a 1 to I correspondence between
the vertical linear guide bearing motion and the radial probe foil carriage motion The
links are controlled by the actuator link which is attached to the worm driven gear and
its motion is only circular The drawback to this type of mechanism is the nonlinear
relationship between the rotation of the worm gear and the position of probe foil.
However, this only requires a simple trigonometric conversion of the encoder signal
before the positions can be properly calibrated Note also that the link mechanism is
susceptible to magnification of vibration of the vertical drive carriage because of its
cantilevered length However, none of these proved to be problems in the longrun

CONTROLS

Operation of the new movable probe may be done from the general terminal
system (called TELTERM) in the cyclotron control room from a dedicated call up
terminal window page The page displays the radial and vertical positions of the
centre of the bottom edge of the probe foil in inches The positions indicated are with
respect to the local coordinate axis of the port The origin of these axes is located
about 1.5" below the beam plane but on the centre line of the port It is oriented such
that the positive vertical axis (ie. Z - axis) is pointed upwards and the positive radial
axis (ie R - axis) is pointed radially outward with respect to the centre region The
safe operating region is defined by the following limits,

0 0" <= Z <= + 2 9" ,
- 3 0" <= R <= + 3 0"

The park position is defined by,
R = 0 0 ,
Z = + 1 0 0 ,

and must be positioned in the sequence shown to retract fully (ie R is set to 0 0" first
then probe may be fully retracted from the tank by setting Z to +10 0" Conversely,
to insert the probe into the tank, first set Z to less than +2.9" then R may be set to full
range) The values shown above may be called up on the telterm page as acceptable
destinations to be sent to the high level motion controller designed at TRJUMF called
TRIM A C Greater magnitude values will be rejected by the software interlocks and
a new destination must be re-entered. When the above limits are called up, the probe
will stop just short of that value. This is because the limit switch cannot be physically
placed precisely on the soft limit hence it is placed slightly ahead to maximize the
clearance between the control links and the tank lid. There are three sets of safety
limits designed into the control system. One is in software and two are mechanical
limit

The drive actuators are servo-gearmotor/tachometer units and are power by PMI
pulse width modulated servo-amplifiers Very stable and accurate velocity and
position control is accomplished by adding a feedback velocity signal voltage from the



tachometer to the input velocity command signal to the servo-arnplifier This forms
a closed single pole velocity loop which is asymptotically stable for all load
conditions

ELECTRONICS

Beam current signal is taken from the tantalum foil and from the electron catcher
located below The catcher signal is extracted through a standard 9-pin ceramic
feedthrough in a port flange on port NH located next to port Nl on the tank floor

EMI noise pick up at the probe location inside the vacuum tank was a concern,
however, voltage measurements, dunng normal cyclotron operation, yielded very low
offset (a few nanoamps) and < inA noise which were well within acceptable limits

TEST RESULTS

Mechanically the probe head is very stable During commissioning tests, no
vibration of the probe head of any sort was noted, when viewed through a device that
looks into the vacuum tank during operating conditions called the periscope, while it
was in transitional motion Although mechanical backlash is zero, due to the
mechanism's inherent gravitational preload, at the top dead centre of the worm gear
control link there could be a theoretical backlash of about 0 01S" at the foil
However, even this was not observed during bench or commissioning tests For
continuous beam scans the probe head speed is set between 0.100 M/s and 0 050 "/s
which is slow enough for correct signal/position data sampling to occur, and, there is
no detectable foil vibration during start/stop maneuvers.

The resolution (ie the smallest incremental change of position the encoders can
measure) of the converted encoder reading on the screen in the radial direction varies
smusoidally and is dependent on the accuracy of the transformation formula and the
number of terms used in the approximation. When R*0 0" the resolution is 0 003"
and when R=+/-3 0" the resolution is about 0.002". The resolution in the vertical
direction is independent of position and is fixed at 0 0002".

Reproducibiliry overall is within measurable limits (ie +/-0.001") in any position
and direction, as revealed during bench tests.

Linearity calibration checks were done for both positioning drives. Since the
vertical drive is a simple lead screw mechanism, the overall linearity depends on the
accuracy of the machined lead screw thread and the linearity of the encoder. For this
drive the linearity is within the measurable limits as before. The linearity of the radial
positioning is, in addition, affected by trigonometric conversions and approximations
Thus an additional non-linearity error may be included in the absolute position
reading. This was approximated, from the bench tests, to be about +/-0050".
However, this value is strictly a function of the conversion algorithm and is highly
reproducible and as such can very easily be corrected in the obtained data field.
Note, that the more approximate the position conversion the faster the control action
by the TRIM A C controller

Figure 3, shows a graph of H beam current being intercepted by the probe foil and
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Figure 3 Graph of intercepted beam current on probe foil and transmitted beam
current (onto a downstream probe) vs vertical position of probe foil tip

the amount of current being transmitted past the probe foil that was not intercepted
but was picked up by another probe further downstream, vs. vertical position of the
probe foil tip About 20 % of the indicated current is from the electron catcher. This
indicates the precision of motion and the functionality of the device in direct
comparison with an existing and precalibrated probe inside the tank Note the clean
signal, from the new movable probe, of the intercepted beam

CONCLUSIONS

The probe was tested and found to give satisfactory indications of beam position
and intensity in the cyclotron Positioning of the tantalum probe foil, regarding
resolution and repeatability, are well within the required tolerances Beam test results
compare favourably with the existing beam diagnostic probe inside the vacuum tank
regarding signal quality and positional accuracy.
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